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Abstract
This paper presents a methodology for VLSI realization of 
signal processing algorithms in Wireless Communications and 
optimized architecture for reduced power and area. MIMO-OFDM 
technology is an attractive air interface solution for next generation 
Wireless LANs and 4G Cellular Wireless Systems. The MIMO 
detection is structured with MMSE V-BLAST algorithm provides 
the system to maximum transfer rate of 600Mbps by use of an 
80-MHz occupied band by expanding IEEE 802.11a standard. 
A low power VLSI design based on 90-nm CMOS process for 
MIMO-OFDM technology is presented. The algorithm can be 
evaluated on FPGA.
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I. Introduction
High data rate techniques in communication systems have gained 
considerable interest in recent years. A technique that has attracted 
a lot of attention is orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM), which is a multicarrier modulation technique. OFDM 
has been standardized for a variety of applications, such as 
digital audio broadcasting (DAB), digital television broadcasting, 
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). The Multiple Input-
Multiple Output (MIMO), a multi antenna system achieve higher 
data rates, wider coverage and increased reliability-all without 
using additional frequency spectrum. Combining OFDM with 
multiple antennas has been shown to provide a significant increase 
in capacity through the use of transmitter and receiver diversity. In 
recent decades, the applications for wireless local area networks 
called WLANs have become increasingly numerous, hence the 
need for greater transmission rates. The diversity techniques and 
especially the spatial diversity techniques [1-2] are very effective 
in reducing the impact of these problems on system performance. 
The fact received signal is affected by multiple channels, we 
assume uncorrelated, induces a gain of diversity, properly operated 
can  improve system performance in terms of Quality of service 
(QoS) and transmission rate. The implementation of multiple 
antennas for transmission and reception is made possible by 
recent advances in wireless technologies. To eliminate the Inter 
Symbol Interference(ISI) and Co-Channel Interference (CCI) and 
advanced modulation interference, technique OFDM is applied. 
The MIMO detection circuit based on MMSE V-BLAST technique 
is described to increase the transmission rate and improve the 
performance of signals received. The IEEE802.11a standard 
supports a maximum of 54Mbps at a 20-MHz frequency band 
by using orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). 
For standardization next generations wireless LAN networks 
proceeded by IEEE802.11 Task Group n(TGn), Enhanced 
Wireless Consortium (EWC) group sets as a goal to achieve data 

rates of more than a few hundred using multiple Input multiple 
output(MIMO) technique. The EWC proposal indicates four main 
modifications from the IEEE802.11a standard. The adoption of 
a 40-MHz occupied bandwidth, a 400-ns short guard interval, a 
5/6 coding rate and a 4×4 MIMO configuration. The proposed 
system occupies the double signal bandwidth of the EWC proposal 
in frequency utilization. The objective of this study is to carry 
out an efficient implementation of OFDM system using Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in such a manner that the use 
of hardware resources can be minimized and system performance 
is improved. FPGA has been chosen as the target platform because 
OFDM has large arithmetic processing requirements which can 
be restricted if implemented in software on a Digital Signal 
processor.

Outline
The study is organized as follows. Section II deals with system 
model presented with  proposed OFDM system, Section III discuss 
about the algorithm  for computation of equalization method in 
MIMO detectors, Section IV describes a scalable VLSI architecture 
for the proposed algorithm and reports the designed transceivers 
in a 90-nm CMOS process. Section V concludes the paper.

II. System Model
The system under consideration is a packet based MIMO-OFDM 
system with MT  transmit and  MR receive antennas. With OFDM 
modulation, the wideband channel is split into orthogonal sub 
channels so that data modulation and MIMO detection can be 
performed on a tone-by-tone basis. In the following K is the 
number of data carrying tones and s[k,t] is the MT-dimensional 
tone of the OFDM signal. The corresponding received vector 
y[k,t] is given by
y[k,t] = H[k]s[k,t]+n[k,t]    (1)
Where the MR× MT –dimensional matrix  describes the effective 
MIMO channel for the kth tone and the vector  models the thermal 
noise in the system as proper complex Gaussian with variance 
σ2 per complex dimension. Assuming knowledge of the channel 
matrices, the linear MMSE estimator for each tone is given by
G[k] = (HH[k]H[k]+ MT σ

2I)-1HH[k]   (2)
and linear MIMO detection corresponds to a matrix vector 
multiplication according to 
ŝ[k,t] = G[k]y[k,t]    (3)
followed by quantization of the entries of  to the nearest constellation 
point.
In MIMO-OFDM receiver implementations, latency is responsible 
for considerable memory requirements to buffer the received 
vectors and can cause problems with timing requirements of 
the medium access control layer. Hence it is concluded that the 
efficient computation of the MMSE estimators is a critical factor 
in the design of packet based MIMO-OFDM receivers. As it is 
well known that a DFT estimates data rates for signal bandwidths. 
However, the 64-point DFT is not sufficient in increasing the 
data rate for an 80-MHz bandwidth. A 512-point FFT/IFFT is 
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used for OFDM modulation/demodulation. FFT/IFFT processors 
are proposed for MIMO-OFDM based IEEE802.11n. Here the 
processor not only supports the operation but also provides 
sufficient throughput rates. The processor uses a cached memory 
with increased efficiency and performance for MIMO systems. 
In order to meet IEEE802.1n requirement the processor supports 
the operation of 512-pointFFT/IFFT. 

Fig. 1: MIMO-OFDM Transceiver Block Structure

Fig. 1 shows a overall block diagram in the 2×2 MIMO-OFDM 
transceiver consisting of processing blocks (A) to(H). The two 
memory blocks adjust data communication timing between 
adjoined processing blocks. For instance, while the block (A) 
sends mapped data to the neighbour memory block (E), the FFT/
IFFT block(C) reads out mapped data in the previous symbol. As 
long as the blocks of (A) and (C) finish their own processing within 
symbol duration, no data collision occurs between these blocks. 
The start timing in each block is given by the start point of FFT/
IFFT period and determined by the Timing synchronization block 
(B). In the FFT/IFFT block, a pipeline FFT using hybrid Radix-2 
and Radix-4 architecture is implemented to the system. The Viterbi 
block decodes parallel data sequences by 3bits per clock. The 
three Viterbi decoders perform their decoding for supporting the 
maximum data rate of 64-QAM demodulation.
The MIMO frame consists of the short symbol/preamble which is 
unique, the long training symbols and the data symbols. 

                                                            

Fig. 2: (a). Illustrates OFDM Frame Structure and(b) MIMO 
Detection

The training symbol stream is used for the estimation of a 
MIMO channel matrix. The channel matrix H is obtained from 
an orthogonal training where this equation is described as:
H11= (T11-T21)/2     (4)
H12 = (T11+T21)/2     (5)
H21 = (T12-T22)/2     (6)
H22= (T12 +T22)/2     (7)
The architecture is mainly focused on minimum mean square 
error detector in decoding section for wireless specification. The 
reported architecture is implemented in matrix inversion circuit as 
shown in fig. 2. The MIMO detection block performs the channel 
estimation and the inverse matrix calculation given by G=H-1 
called as “pre-processing” at receiving the long training symbols. 
At receiving the data symbols of D, the MIMO block decodes the 
transmitted data by y=GD. If the MIMO decoding is immediately 
applied to the first data symbol, the channel estimation and the 
MIMO detection should be completed before receiving the first 
data symbol. Hence the permitted latency duration is within the 
guard interval. 
Table 1 shows the proposed OFDM Frame Format. The subcarrier 
spacing frequency is about a half of that in the IEEE802.11a 
standard. The principal transmission modes and their data rates 
are depicted in Table 2.

Table 1:  Proposed Frame Format
FFT/IFFT window length 6.4µs
Guard Interval length 0.8 µs
No. of subcarriers 512
No. of data subcarriers 480
Subcarrier Frequency Spacing 0.1563MHz

Table 2: Transmission Modes and Data Rates 

Mode Coding rate Modulation Data rate(Mbps)
MIMO-OFDM

1 ½ QPSK 133.3
2 ½ 16QAM 266.6
3 ½ 64QAM 400
4 ¾ 64QAM 600

The proposed system of MIMO-OFDM detection blocks are 
developed with MMSE-V-BLAST is presented.

III. Proposed Algorithm
The analysis of MIMO-OFDM V-BLAST system involves the 
implementation of a system architecture model with vertical 
encoding, 
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V-BLAST signal processor with MMSE. Although various 
implementation architectures for MIMO have been introduced 
Vertical- Bell Laboratories Layered Space-Time (V-BLAST) 
still emerges as a promising architecture due to lower receiver 
complexity (V-BLAST receiver algorithm) and higher data rates 
in the case of large number of antennas. This report considers a 
V-BLAST system with N transmit and M=N receive antennas.
Theoretically, maximum likelihood detection would be optimal for 
V-BLAST detection. However it’s too complex to implement. As 
in the case of 6 transmit antennas and 4-QAM modulation, a total 
of 4096 comparisons would have to be made for each transmitted 
symbol. Therefore V-BLAST performs a non-linear detection 
that extracts data streams by a MMSE (ZF) filter w(k) with 
ordered successive interface cancellation (OSIC). CCI traditional 
approaches require nulling vector being orthogonal to N-1 rows 
of H  whereas OSIC requires nulling vector being orthogonal N-i 
undetected components per iteration i, and Minimum Mean Square 
Error (MMSE) is the maximum SNR receiver 
w(k)= [H*HT + (M/?)IN)-1] H*   (8)
Detection order depends on which subset of (M-i) rows wki should 
be constrained by; since each component of the signal uses the 
same constellation, the component with the smallest ?ki will 
dominate the error performance. At each symbol time, it first 
detects the “strongest” layer and then cancels the effect of this 
strongest layer from each of the received signals, and then proceeds 
to detect the “strongest” of the remaining layers and so on. It is 
assumed that the receiver perfectly knows the channel matrix H, 
which accomplished by classical means of channel estimation, 
e.g., insertion of training bits in the transmitted TDMA frames.
The modified procedure introduces pipeline and concurrent 
processing. This pre-computation converts a recursive procedure 
into a one-time procedure.
It prepares both candidates of  (ya, ŷb) and (ŷa, yb) for optimal 
detection ordering. 

Fig. 3: Modified Processing Procedure in MMSE-V-BLAST 
Algorithm

Fig. 3 depicts the architecture modified procedure in  MMSE-V-
BLAST algorithm, which is applied to the MIMO detection block.  
While the two candidates are calculated at Eqns. (12) to (21), the 
channel order information of k is simultaneously computed at Eq. 
(22). The channel estimation and the pre-processing finish within a 
13-cycle latency including memory accesses. The MIMO-OFDM 
V-BLAST system operates in the 17 GHz unlicensed frequency 
band with an available bandwidth of 200MHz(17.1-17.3 GHz).

The modified procedure is described as follows:
G1  = H+      (9)
G2a = (H)2

+     (10)
G2b = (H)1

+     (11)
wa = (G1)1     (12)
wb= (G1)2     (13)
ya = wa

Tr      (14)
yb = wb

Tr      (15)
άa = Q[ya]     (16)
άb= Q[yb]     (17)
ŕa = r-άa (H)1     (18)
ŕb = r-άb(H)2     (19)
ŷa = G2a ŕa     (20)
ŷb = G2b ŕb     (21)
k= argmin||(G1)j||

2     (22)
          j

   (23)                    
where (H)j is the j-th column of H and + denotes an inverse matrix 
operation based on a MMSE criterion. The inverse matrices of 
G2a and G2b are pre-computed before the MIMO detection at the 
equations (10) and (11). 

IV. VLSI Architecture
Most straightforward and efficient way to design hardware-efficient 
MIMO-OFDM system is to reduce hardware resource used for Fast 
Fourier Transform (FFT) block. Multiple independent channels 
need multiple FFT operations. If N independent channels come at 
the same time, N parallel FFT blocks are needed. If each channel 
arrives at different time, resource sharing is possible between each 
channel. It means that number of FFT blocks can be reduced. 
As parallelism is used for FFT processing is less, hardware area 
occupied by FFT block becomes smaller. If N FFT operations 
can be done by single FFT block without any parallelism, it can 
be regarded as a conceptually ideal system.

Fig. 4: Block Diagram of FPGA Board
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Table 3: Circuit Implementation

Word 
length(bits)

Area
(Sq.mm) Gate count

Power 
Dissipation
(mw)

16 6.23 1,559,400 496.2
18 7.45 1,862,400 593.4
20 8.81 2,203,300 701.2

Table 4: Circuit Performance of MMSE V-BLAST
Detection algorithm MMSE-V-BLAST
No.of carriers 480
No.of pipeline stages 4
Pipeline latency 0.21µs
Clock frequency 80MHz

Table 5: Performance Comparison
Existing Proposed

Matrix 4×4 4×4
Detection 
algorithm MMSE MMSE-V-BLAST

Hardware 
configuration ASIC 0.25µm ASIC 90nm

Operating 
frequency 167MHz 160MHz

Latency 600×k(ns) 187.5ns

Fig. 4 shows the block diagram of the  FPGA board in the 
MIMO-OFDM system. The FPGA board activates three chips 
of the transmitter, the receiver, and the Viterbi decoder based on 
Xilinx. An interpolator, a decimator, a random signal generator 
and bus interfaces to communicate with a PC. The interpolator 
and the decimator require 100-MHz clock frequency and the other 
modules operate at its half clock speed. The FPGA board enables 
baseband transmission via ADCs and DACs. 
The transceivers have been designed by using Verilog in RTL level 
design and implemented to logic gates on a 90-nm CMOS standard 
cell library. The power voltage is 1.1V for all devices.
Circuit area, logic gate count and power dissipation are reported 
in Table 3, 4 and 5.
For FPGA implementation, the MIMO-OFDM physical layer is 
partitioned into synchronization, OFDM modulation/demodulation, 
channel estimation, tracking, MIMO pre-processing and detection, 
a First Input First Output buffer and channel de/coding. The 
explanations focus on the receive mode. The synchronization 
unit is active only when the channel is idle and during reception 
of the preamble. After   successful synchronization, OFDM 
demodulation starts with the beginning of the training sequence. 
During this training, the output of the OFDM demodulator is fed 
to the channel estimation unit.

V. Conclusion
This paper has described the VLSI design of the MIMO-OFDM 
transceivers achieving the data rate for wireless LAN networks The 
proposed transceivers offers available hardware solution for real 
time MIMO detection. The MIMO-OFDM transceiver consumes 
a maximum of 540mW in power dissipation in a 90-nm CMOS 
process. This  report analyses the performance of the proposed 
MIMO-OFDM V-BLAST system that can get potentially higher 
spectral efficiency to realize 600 Mbps data rate systemThe VLSI 

implementation results of designed transceivers in a 90-nm CMOS  
process where circuit size and power dissipation are evaluated.
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